2014 honda pilot towing package

We have a Pilot EXL and considering adding a hitch to tow a 4x8 trailer. Nothing heavy, just
some brush and firewood. Will the addition of the two coolers affect MPG when not towing? The
dealer is NUTS, and greedy. You MAY need a transmission cooler if you tow some weight for
any distance, but a power steering fluid cooler??? I personally have installed 6 of these over the
years. The dealer is doing due diligence as he has no idea what you really will be towing. The
parts he wants to add are great additions for your car and would be done much cheaper by
yourself or a qualified indie. They are good additions for your car. No they will not detriment gas
mileage. Firewood, in the true sense, is not a light load. So, as mentioned, the dealer errs on the
safe side and installs the factory tow package parts. Not sure why power steering cooler would
be an option. Neither would hurt mileage. Look around the web for how to install a transmission
cooler. Any reputable shop can install a transmission cooler for you. The dealer wants to make
money. Find me a standard 4 by 8 utility trailer that can handle as much as 3K lbs anyway. Go
aftermarket. Dealers know very ittle about these things. It looks like you're new here. If you want
to get involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds.
Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says
Pros. January edited June in Honda. See Also Honda Pilot Specifications. December I'm
considering buying a new Pilot. How well will tow a 17ft. January Max towing capacity for the
Pilot is lbs. I have an 05 Pilot EX-L with towing package from Honda installed by dealer I tow a
19Ft Stingray Bowrider total weight 3, lbs boat, trailer, full gas-gear Above post is correct, with
factory towing package is lbs. It tows alright but on highway, transmission is constantly shifting
gears. The boat is usually docked for summer and boat ramp is 4 miles from my house. We did
not want a minivan or a full size pickup and the Pilot is the best compromise! Our Pilot and
Odyssey always seem to downshift even on slight grades at highway speed. I think that is the
characteristic of this motor that has its power in the mid range RPMs. Hope this helps out any.
Odie Odie's Carspace. My Forester requires trailer brakes for the same situation. What is the
owner's manual language for the Pilot? I have been towing a 21 ft. Except for one extremely
windy day I have been comfortable with the Pilot as a tow vehicle. Just bought a new heavier
boat and trailer and don't really expect problems. A transmission cooler and power steering
cooler are needed for the complete tow package. My sister had the Honda dealer installed hitch ,
electrical and trans and steering cooler installed for well over a thousand dollars on thier pilot,
good for pounds. Its good for pounds of towing. It looks easy enough to install. I could just
leave it at that and not tow anything heavy since my Pilot is a salvage and the warranty is void
anyway. I wonder if a DIY could install the tranny cooler and steering cooler to save a few
bucks. Anybody tried it? I wouldn't risk the DIY on the hitch. Check out the install instructions
over at College Hills Honda. The dealer that I purchased my Pilot from installed my hitch at no
charge. February I also found a hitch on Ebay for my Pilot It was the Uhaul hitch for the Pilot
and still had a Uhaul sticker on it.. It looks identical to the Honda OEM accessory hitch It is
probable that both hitches are made by the same third party neither Honda or Uhaul make
hitches.. What is the purpose of adding a power steering cooler along with the ATF cooler for
towing? I will be doing the work with a mechanic friend of mine. Can I also use after-market
nonHonda parts without compromising the integrity of the transmission? Thank you, in
advance, for your replies. April I've been towing my 19' boat with an '02 Pathfinder. Want to get
a used Pilot now probably ' This seems to be the case with the Pathfinder, and it's built on a
truck platform, which is more rugged than the Pilot. Any experience with this? Also, what does
it cost to get the factory-approved towing package installed on a used Pilot? Anyone know? So,
I've answered that question. So, how about my other question? How does the Pilot suspension
handle towing a boat that may be about lbs? I know that it's rated OK for that weight, but in real
life , how well does it handle it? Does the back end sag and cause your headlights to shine too
high and irritate all the drivers who think you have your brights on? Yeah, that happens with my
Pathfinder. August I'm considering purchasing a travel trailer. It is one of the fiberglass "Egg
type. Weight before loading with personal stuff is about The Pilot should tow it with no
problems. The problem is with the electrical plug in the rear of the Pilot. It is a 4 Pin connector
for towing utility trailers and boats. Travel trailers require a 7 pin connector and a brake
controller. Any ideas on who, can install the 7 pin connector or the wiring for the brake
controller? Thanks, Kip. October Bottom line is that the Pilot has a 4 pin electrical connector. A
four pin connector will operate the trailer external lights; tail lights, Running lights, brake lights,
and turn signals. Travel trailers also require wiring to operate the electric brakes and to charge
the "House" battery. That involves a 7 pin connector. Therefore a 7 pin connector is standard
for travel trailers and will not plug in to your Pilot. Honda does not offer a 7 pin connector. Or
any type of wiring for the electric brake controller that mounts under your dash. That type of
wiring would need to be done by a trailer or hitch dealer. Be careful! That would dictate a
maximum loaded trailer weight of pounds. It is real easy to add several hundred pounds to a

travel trailer without realizing it. Even at you are over the suggested "Safe rate"! Many TT
published weights are for the basic trailer and do not include options such as AC, Awnings,
Stabilizer jacks, antennas, spare tire, and such. So be absolutely sure of your "as equipped"
weight plus things you add, such as water, dishes, electric heaters, and such. Other Problems!
Even when loaded properly, upright hard sided trailers will find any excuse in the world to
"SWAY". Cross winds and 18 wheelers being the major causes. A sway can get out of control
and result in an accident. To deal with the weight and sway there are Weight Distributing
Hitches and sway controls available. Good news? Not with Honda! For the Pilot and the
Ridgeline, They say, "We do not recommend the use of Weight distributing hitches". Yet they
say to check with your trailer sales agency for proper equipment. The problems could be that
the Pilot is basically a Front wheel drive. Pathfinder and 4Runners, which are rear wheel drive,
offer the stuff necessary to tow. We are thinking of TTs now, and are considering one option to
stay real small, and keep our Pilot. I know that both the older MDXes and the Pilots are towing
rated at lb for boats and lb for "other" trailers. What I want to know is how much they can really
tow. We have an "other" trailer that weighs about lb. We don't tow often Would either a Pilot or
an older MDX be able to handle that amount of towing? Has anyone had experience with towing
slightly outside the ratings? Hi everyone - I have a Pilot with the dealer installed tow package. I
will be towing a boat and trailer weighing around lbs. The electrical connection at present is a
'four-flat'. One male ground and three female power for lights, turn signals, brakelights, etc. The
surge brake actuator on the boat trailer comes with a solenoid lockout that, when you place the
vehicle in reverse, the solenoid engages and inserts a pin behind the coupler and prevents the
actuator from engaging the brakes so you can back up. This configuration requires a 'five-flat'
plug. My question is: Can I safely tie into the reverse light wiring without screwing up
something in the vehicle to provide the voltage to the solenoid to engage the pin? Are there any
other options? The parts guy at Honda didn't know what the term 'five-flat' meant. I found that
curious though not unexpected. Thanks, FC. March Hi, I have a Pilot that I have been happy
with. Typically it gets mpg on the highway. However, I recently was towing an 6 x 10 enclosed
trailer from NY to Florida. The mileage dropped to 10 mpg for the whole trip. I kept the speed
below 60 mph to reduce wind drag. Is this normal???? I had a Chevy Astro van that would get
15 mpg while towing a similar size trailer. Anyone know what we have to do to be able to tow
our Honda Pilot behind our RV? If not flat tow, what other suggestions? March edited March Hi
guys, I am getting ready to ditch my Pathfinder and I am looking at the Honda Pilot as a
replacement. Does anyone have experience with towing off road? I have a weekend cabin where
8 to 10 times a year I need to tow a garden tractor on a utility trailer. I know there shouldn't be a
problem towing 20 miles to the cabin, but I have about yards of a fairly solid gravel and dirt lane
that is moderately up and down hill. The total towing weight of the tractor and trailer etc.
Occasionally my tractor will fail from dead battery etc. So what do you think, is the Pilot up to
this kind of task? JBaumgart Posts: With that combined weight you should have no problem
whatsoever. Thanks for the reply JB. I thought that might be the case as I never needed the 4L
on my Pathfinder for getting up, down and around. We were looking for something nice around
town, esp. Just wanted to post an update in hopes of being helpful to someone else. While I am
sure the vehicle will suit my needs for the little off-road towing I need, the manual does state
that the weight limit for towing off-road is lbs. I suppose it depends on how you define "off
road". For unimproved, bumpy "roads", without steep hills and over short distances, I would
think you'll be fine if you're not in a hurry and take it easy. Obviously if you're trying to tow up
or down steep hills that are truly "off road" it would be a different story. I have a Pilot with the
dealer installed tow package. Are there any other options with the existing Honda 4 pin wiring
that I can tap and connect to a blue wire of the 5 pin connector. Got a great deal on a tight Pilot
with tow package and k miles. It has been used for towing before as can be seen from wear on
the hitch and screw holes from what is more likely trailer brake controller. It will be used to tow
a small box trailer with my Harley and some other kit in it, 2. Newly handicapped I'm towing
rather than riding my bike around now. The Honda Service Department hasn't seen the car since
90k mile check-up. Copies of their service records are on the way. My trusted mechanic can do
this for much less of course and I'm leaning that way. Thoughts solicited. Have a Pilot EX-L and
want to tow a lb. Did I screw up and buy a trailer that's too heavy fully loaded? If I add a throttle
body spacer for torque and load it lite, will I be okay or should I sell my new trailer? Also, I read
that I shouldn't use my included anti-sway weight distribution bar with the Pilot Jeff: I hate to
say this, but I tow a small enclosed trailer and I don't think that the Honda Pilot is well suited for
towing, and certainly NOT a 16 foot trailer. Even the 4WD model like I have says lbs. That is my
prediction. Should you sell your trailer? Yes, or your Honda. If you tow something that exceeds
the rating of your vehicle, you will void the warranty, and put yourself and your passengers at
risk of injury in an accident. By the way, we rented a large Toyota Sequoia SR5 and that thing

had a hellacious towing capacity. Maybe you need a different SUV or a pickup truck. Just
saying. May I'm looking at a 15' Gillgetter Micro Pontoon Gillgetter website and I should have no
problem pulling it with him. I have the full towing package along with the off-road package, so
this looks to be like a fun time ahead. I've had campers and boats before, so this willbe nothing
new for me. I'll post pictures when I do get the boat. Odie p. I've got a small, hardshell camping
trailer that weighs about lbs I think and has a tongue pull attachment. Do I need to look for a
particular kind of hitch on the Pilot? Would towing wear be extremely detrimental to the Pilot?
Thanks for any advice; I don't know very much about the topic. Cheers, Travis. November If
your looking at a used Pilot and want to tow with it, make sure it had the towing package.
Anyone can put a hitch receiver under the back of one, but with the package you also get the Oil
Cooler, Tranny Cooler and heavier duty suspension and gearing for low range pulling from stop.
July Howdy All, after reading a lot of the early comments in this thread, I wanted to add my two
cents. I even used a weight distributing hitch to level the ride and had absolutely no problems at
all for the multiple trips to Ohio from Georgia. The electronic brake controller is a life saver in
those instances when sway takes over, a tap on the manual electronic brake actuator and the
trailer snaps in line and then I slow my roll and pay attention to my speed and conditions. I have
also towed a Dodge Aspen on a tow dolly from Ohio thru West Virginia to Georgia with no
problems, and that was without the electronic trailer brakes. So, enjoy your very capable , well
built Honda Pilot, but drive and tow responsibly. DIY Towing ready in 4 hours With a good set of
opposable thumbs, the hitch and wiring harness can be installed. Three bolts on each side.
Open the rear driver side tire jack compartment to find the plug n' play harness wiring receiver.
Sign In or Register to comment. You have no vehicle information saved in your Honda Owners
account. Vehicle Specifications. Print Specs. Back to top. Engine Type. Displacement cc.
Horsepower rpm SAE net. Torque lb-ft rpm, SAE net. Redline rpm. Bore and Stroke mm.
Compression Ratio. Valve Train. Multi-Point Fuel Injection. Drive-by-Wire Throttle System. Hill
Start Assist. High-Mounted Fresh-Air Intake. Direct Ignition System with Immobilizer.
Heavy-Duty Radiator with Watt Fans 2. Will vary with driving conditions. Please see your Honda
dealer for details. Unit-Body Construction. MacPherson Strut Front Suspension. Stabilizer Bar
mm. Steering Wheel Turns, Lock-to-Lock. Steering Ratio. Turning Diameter, Curb-to-Curb ft.
All-Season Tires. Compact Spare Tire. Wheelbase in. Length in. Height in. Width in. Ground
Clearance in, unladen. Curb Weight lbs. Towing Capacity lbs. Cargo Volume cu ft, behind
3rd-row. Cargo Volume cu ft, behind 2nd-row. Cargo Volume cu ft, behind 1st-row. Passenger
Volume cu ft. Seating Capacity. Fuel gal. Required Fuel. Use for comparison purposes only.
Your actual mileage will vary depending on how you drive and maintain your vehicle. Brake
Assist. It cannot correct the vehicle's course in every situation or compensate for reckless
driving. Control of the vehicle always remains with the driver. Do not rely solely on the monitor
system. Child-Proof Rear Door Locks. Tailgate with Lift-Up Glass Hatch. Variable Intermittent
Windshield Wipers. Remote Entry. Security System. Body-Colored Power Side Mirrors.
Body-Colored Door Handles. Heat-Rejecting Green-Tinted Glass. Acoustic Windshield. Rear
Privacy Glass. Pre-Wired for Trailer Harness. Fog Lights. Body Side Molding. Front and Rear
Splash Guards. Integrated Glass Antenna. Chrome Exhaust Finishers. Power Door and Tailgate
Locks. Cruise Control. Illuminated Steering Wheel-Mounted Controls. Multi-Functional Center
Console Storage. Sliding Sun Visor Extensions. Sunglasses Holder. Tilt and Telescopic Steering
Column. Map Lights All rows. Ambient Console Lighting. Remote Fuel Filler Door Release.
Courtesy Door Lights Front- and 2nd-Row. Rear Window Defroster with Timer. Rear-Seat Heater
Ducts. Floor Mats. Cargo Area Light. Hidden Storage Well. Cargo Area Bag Hooks. Head
Restraints at all Seating Positions. USB Audio Interface 8. Some USB devices with security
software and digital rights-protected files may not work. Average Fuel Economy Indicator.
Digital Odometer and Digital Trip Meters 2. Door-, Hatch- and Tailgate-Open Indicator. Engine
Oil Life Indicator. Exterior Temperature Indicator. Instant Fuel Economy Indicator.
Miles-to-Empty Indicator. ABS Indicator. Airbag System Indicator. Brake System Indicator.
Coolant Temperature Indicators. Cruise Control Indicators. Door-Open Indicator. DRL Indicator.
Fog Lights Indicator. Fuel Economy Indicator. Fuel Level Indicator. Headlights-On Indicator.
High-Beam Indicator. Immobilizer System Indicator. Low-Fuel Indicator. Low-Oil Pressure
Indicator. Low-Tire Pressure Indicator. Malfunction Indicator. Parking Brake Indicator. Seat-Belt
Reminder Indicator. Security System Indicator. Shift Lever Position Indicator. Starter System
Indicator. Washer Fluid Level Indicator. Leather-Wrapped Steering Wheel. Automatic Dimming
Rearview Mirror. Conversation Mirror with Sunglasses Holder. Map Lights All Rows.
Leather-Trimmed Interior. Heated Front Seats. USB Audio Interface 9. If you decide to continue
your SiriusXM service at the end of your trial subscription, the plan you choose will
automatically renew and bill at then-current rates until you call SiriusXM at to cancel. See our
Customer Agreement for complete terms at Fees and programming subject to change. XM

satellite service is available only to those at least 18 years and older in the 48 contiguous United
States and D. Door-,Hatch-and Tailgate-Open Indicator. Engine Oil-Life Indicator. Power Tailgate
Indicator. Automatic-Dimming Rearview Mirror. USB Audio Interface Map Lights all rows. USB
Audio Interface 7. Roof Rails. Integrated Sunshades 2nd-Row. Cargo Net. Average Speed
Indicator. Corner and Backup Sensor Indicator. Customizable Feature Settings. Elapsed Time
Indicator. Welcome Screen. System Message Indicator. Transmission Fluid Temperature
Indicator. Choose a Year and Model to View YEAR MODEL. When I started doing the research, I
was even more surprised when the capacities were half way decent for some models. Here is a
collaboration of all of the towing data I found for Honda Pilots made from I hope it helps some
of you out there! Overview of the Data For the Honda Pilots:. Number Of Passengers: The
number of passengers in the vehicle really was the main determining factor when it came to
towing for all model years of the Honda Pilots. The more passengers you had, the less you were
able to tow, which mad sense and factored the GCWR into the trailer towing charts, eliminating
a lot of the "typical math" involved. I noticed that models that had an ATF cooler installed had at
least a 1, lb. Towing Capacity: Over all of the years I looked at , there was a definite pattern I
noticed and that was the overall towing capacity, which ranged from 2, lbs. The towing capacity
for 8 passengers was 0 lbs. If you see only one towing chart listed in the boxes below that is
because the towing charts were identical and had the same, or very similar specs and that one
towing chart will apply to all model years listed. The Honda Pilot's towing capacities were
broken down by the number of passengers in the vehicle for the most part and that is what
affected the towing capacity the most. If you had 8 passengers in the vehicle, then towing was
not recommended by Honda, making the towing capacity 0 lbs. The to Honda pilots had an
overall towing capacity that range from 2, pounds and went all the way up to 5, pounds when
looking at all of the variables in the chart below. The towing capacity for the models equipped
with 2 wheel drive or all wheel drive that did not have an ATF cooler were identical and the only
real difference is if you had an ATF cooler. If you're Honda Pilot came equipped with an ATF
cooler, then the towing capacities were little bit higher, starting at 2, pounds and going all the
way up to 5, pounds max. The to Honda Pilot had an overall towing capacity that ranged from 2,
pounds at the low end and went all the way up to 4, pounds at the higher end but if you had 8
passengers, then towing was not recommended. If you have a 2 wheel drive model without an
ATF cooler, then you had the lowest towing capacity of 2, lbs. There were two different towing
charts for the Honda Pilots and these were simply divided into 2 wheel drive models and 4
wheel drive models. For the 2 wheel drive models, the towing capacity ranged from pounds and
went all the way up to pounds but you only had telling capacity is above pounds if your model
was equipped with an optional ATF cooler. The 4 wheel drive model's towing capacity ranged
from 2, lbs. The to Honda Pilots had identical towing capacities to the model but the towing
chart was not exactly the same. The towing chart was still broken up into two separate
categories, having 2 wheel drive models at the top of the chart and 4 wheel drive models under
that. The towing capacity for 2 wheel drive models ranged from pounds and went all the way up
to pounds, making note of the "towing not recommended" section if you had eight passengers
in the vehicle. The Honda Pilot's had a little bit different towing capacity chart, which was
divided into boat trailers at the top of the chart and then other types of trailers at the bottom of
the chart. No 2WD or 4WD models were stated in either chart listed, so I assume that did not
have any impact on the overall towing capacity. The towing capacity for Honda Pilots ranged
from 2, pounds and went all the way up to 4, pounds for boat trailers and the capacity range for
other types of
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trailers ranged from 1, pounds and went all the way up to 3, pounds, at little bit less than we
saw with the boat trailers. The towing charts that Honda provides for the Pilot are nice because
they take into account a lot of the weight that most people forget to take into account like
passengers and cargo. These aspects are really part of the GCWR of the vehicle and figures that
did vary from model year but are easy to find. I used these owner's manuals to gather all of the
towing data for the Honda Pilots, so feel free to browse through them yourself to find other
important towing information you might want to know. Coming Soon! Click on the appropriate
owner's manual to open up the pdf file. Resources For The Honda Pilots: I used these owner's
manuals to gather all of the towing data for the Honda Pilots, so feel free to browse through
them yourself to find other important towing information you might want to know. Related Posts
Honda. Ram Towing Capacities. Ford F Towing Capacities.

